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“Thank you for your generosity, Prince Langdon.”

Jasper smirked as he took the cheque.

Mitch gritted his teeth and scoffed as he glared at Jasper, saying, “Don’t be too
smug. Harbor City might not be large, but things happen every day. We… will
have plenty of opportunities to fight again!”

With that, Mitch left with his traders.

“F*ck, what a shame we couldn’t witness him kneeling.”

Henry had a disappointed expression on his face. He might have reminded Mitch
just now, but he wanted to see him kneel even more.

“It might have been nice for a moment to watch him kneel, but we wouldn’t have
gotten anything else besides that. We would even have gained the Langdon
family as our enemy,” Jasper said.

Anna nodded and said, “Jasper is right. Our parents might not care if our
subordinates fight amongst themselves, but we would have been pissing on the
Langdon family if we had forced him to kneel. They would never let that go.”

Jasper waved the check and said, “If you take a look at the bigger picture, it
doesn’t matter if he kneeled or not. We have a far better result now. 100 million
dollars! Did you think it would be this easy to earn this much money?”

“I think it’s quite easy for you,” Henry mumbled.



“Come on, let’s go,” Jasper said as he smiled.

Jasper had planned to return straight to the hotel, but after Anna received a call
from Zachary saying that things had gone wrong with her business in the
entertainment circle, Jasper changed his plans to return to the Laws’ household.

Jasper was much more familiar with the Laws’ household on his second trip
there.

“Jasper, long time no see.”

Zachary smiled warmly as he shook Jasper’s hand, then clapped him on the
shoulder.

Henry simmered with jealousy as he watched this scene. He might be Zachary’s
son, but he rarely received such affection from him.

“Two days,” Jasper said as he smiled.

“Come, let’s have dinner,” Zachary said as he waved an arm.

Old Master Law had gone for treatment and was not present during dinner.

Sitting at the head of the table, Zachary’s eyes lit with curiosity as he listened to
Henry and Anna talk about what had happened today.

“I know a little about what happened with Denson Wintech. Joe and Kayden had
been making preparations since a year ago to enter the European market, and
they’ve done a lot in the process.

“I knew for sure that they would succeed, but I never expected them to succeed
this quickly.”



Zachary gazed seriously at Jasper and said, “Did you really predict this outcome
just by reading a magazine?”

Jasper laughed and said, “Well, not exactly. I’ve always paid attention to Joe’s
properties. There might be a wave of increase in value for them in the future.

“It was just a coincidence today. Besides, I wasn’t sure if Denson Wintech would
reveal the news today.”

Zachary nodded. Jasper’s talent would be horribly demonic if he were able to
sniff out such a huge business opportunity from a magazine.

However, this was already enough to prove that Jasper had an extraordinary flair
for business.

It should be noted that as the head of the Law family, he had access to insider
information that no other person could have. However, Jasper still managed to
uncover the truth with just the bare facts.


